SKYVAN
Length:
26.2"
Wingspan: 44.4"

Wing Cap
Formers adjusted to allow foam board
to clear wing. Poster board to fill in
side gaps?
Foam cover
Forward wing
Former

Rearward Wing
Former

Cut out spar for servo
Check mortises against pod
before cutting
Forward wing
Former. Outer

Forward wing
Former. Inner

SPAR

Forward wing
Former. Outer

B

Hole forESC and
power wires

Trim to length to fit over wing with wing cap doublers.
Bevel edge to sit flush with fuse.

Held on by magnets?
Tab? Tab and magnets?
Magnet location after wing cap completed.
Requires installing magnets (metal) in top of fuse

Crease lines
May need to trim/
crease relief for
dihedral

B

Aileron
Mini
Power
Pod

Make 29 x
30mm
Firewall (2)

A

A

Mini
Power
Pod

Cut out spar for servo

Make 29 x
30mm
Firewall (2)

Wheel pants.
Use FT – Guinea Pig
plans and scale to
fit

Check mortises against pod
before cutting
SPAR
Hole forESC and
power wires

Wing Hole
Landing gear plate area. Notch
and install after fuse is built.
Measure cut lines using
completed plate.

Wing saddle doubler

Wing saddle doubler

Crease lines

May need to trim/
crease relief for
dihedral

Fuse Top plate

B
Dihedral
½” both
tips

Dihedral
½” both
tips

Horizontal Stabilizer

A
Nose piece joiner, top
Wing strut bamboo skewer embedded. Trim skewer and foam to fit as required (Foam fitted and beveled first). Allow BBQ skewer
to protrude approx 5mm from ends to anchor and glue into landing gear plate and wing.

Wing Strut

Landing gear score cut creased on opposite
side. Sandwich gear between foam.

Wing strut bamboo skewer embedded. Trim skewer and foam to fit as required (Foam fitted and beveled first). Allow BBQ skewer
to protrude approx 5mm from ends to anchor and glue into landing gear plate and wing.

Gear bends down at 45°, 1" from end.

Landing Gear and wing strut plate
bottom

Fuse Line

A

C

Landing Gear and wing strut plate
TOP

Notch out bottom of fuse after built. Start
4.7" back from front edge of fuse.

Optional rudder

Wing saddle doubler

B

Wing saddle doubler

Landing gear top view
Total Landing gear wire length approx
11.66"

A

SPAR

A

SPAR

Nose top. Extra trimmed after gluing

2.60

Remove paper

1.45

Remove paper

Landing gear front view

Nose top. Extra trimmed after gluing

Wing Strut

Nose Bottom

Vertical stabilizer

Vertical Stabilizer

Optional rudder

Nose piece
5.10

Fuse Line

Rearward Wing
Former

Rearward Wing
Former. inner

Rearward Wing
Former

